You are only a part of yourself, collected in tangles

When it happened When it started When it was
When you finally When they came When you didn’t
When you tried it When you edged closer When you
took When you felt When you went back When they
sensed When it had occurred to When you saw what it
really When you needed When there were When did
you When you knew that When you woke up When
you thought of When you were When you saw it
When you had When you were sick of When you
When you remembered When it fell When it changed
When it changed the When they changed When it
started to hurt When it started leaving When they
noticed When you guessed at the When you were When
you thought When you needed When there were When
it did When you When it wasn’t there When it wasn’t
You are only a part of yourself, entangled in tangles

When it happened When it ended When it was
When you finally When they came When you didn’t
When you tried it When you got closer When you
took When you felt When you felt back When they
sensed When it had occurred When you saw what it
really When you needed When were When did
you When you knew that When you woke up When
you thought of When you When you saw it
When you had When you were When you were sick of When you
When you remembered When it changed When it changed the When it changed When it started to hurt When it started leaving When they
noticed When you guessed When you were When
you thought When you needed When there were When
it did When you When it was there When it wasn’t
You are collected in tangles
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